Line tension and line activity in mixed monolayers composed of aliphatic and terphenyl-containing surfactants.
Custom-designed surfactants, known as "linactants", have the ability to reduce the line tension between coexisting phases within mixed monolayers of chemically dissimilar compounds at the air-water interface. Thus far, linactants have been successfully identified for only one type of chemical dissimilarity, involving mixed monolayers of hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon surfactants. In the present work, we have pursued a more general interpretation of linactant compounds by extending the concept to a new system that is comprised of a mixture of aliphatic (pentadecanoic acid) and aromatic (p-terphenyl carboxylic acid) compounds. We found that the "bare" line tension between phases of this mixed monolayer was ~4 pN, and within the same order of magnitude as our previous measurement in mixed monolayers containing hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons. Furthermore, we examined a homologous series of potential linactant compounds possessing an aliphatic tail of variable length and a p-terphenyl block. We determined that linactants with longer tails were able to reduce the line tension more efficiently and effectively. In particular, the addition of only 0.14% of a linactant with an 11-carbon chain reduced the line tension by more than a factor of 2. We hypothesize that the efficiency of this particular linactant is associated with its long tail; this creates strong van der Waals interactions with the aliphatic chains and enables the tail to adopt conformations that facilitate π-stacking interactions with the aromatic compounds within the monolayer.